The widespread alteration, destruction, and fragmentation of natural ecosystems for human land use represent the greatest threat to the world's biodiversity (Vitousek et al. 1997 , Foley et al. 2005 , Haddad et al. 2015 , Newbold et al. 2015 . These impacts are geographically variable and, consequently, the Earth's surface comprises landscapes ranging from highly human-modified to relatively intact (Foley et al. 2005 , Ellis et al. 2010 , Haddad et al. 2015 (Fig. 1 ). Many models have been developed to conceptualize this variety of contemporary landscapes (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2007, Didham et al. 2012) . Conceptual models provide a theoretical basis to research and influence how landscapes are studied and results interpreted. Yet, no single model is likely to apply in all cases and questions remain about the appropriateness and tractability of different models for particular landscapes, study questions, and species (Dunn and Majer 2007, Lindenmayer and Fischer 2007, Lindenmayer et al. an inhospitable matrix has been progressively relaxed -for example by considering differential dispersal through alternative matrix types -patch-matrix models based on generically-defined high and low quality habitat types remain a common approach to conceptualizing fragmented landscapes (Kupfer et al. 2006 , Laurance 2008 , Collinge 2009 , Pardini et al. 2010 , Driscoll et al. 2013 .
Whereas patch-matrix models emphasize the structural features of landscapes that are obvious to humans, 'continuum' models define habitat individually for each species across a landscape, making no assumptions about how generic, human-defined features associate to habitat (Fischer et al. 2004 , Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006 , Betts et al. 2014 . Rather than dichotomizing habitat and matrix, continuum models treat landscapes as ensembles of gradients, resulting in habitats of varying types and qualities for a given species (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006) . Continuum models are related to the broadly used 'species distribution models', which describe species environmental requirements as gradients (Austin 1999 , Guisan and Thuiller 2005 , Elith and Leathwick 2009 and can also be applied to questions about how landscape structure and change affect species distributions and abundances (Lyet et al. 2013 ). Continuum models emphasize species-specific variation in basic habitat requirements, including food availability, shelter, and preferred microclimate (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006 ). This paradigm recognizes that substantial proportions of species -even those typically considered specialists -can often use matrix areas (e.g. specialists of relict habitats in humanaltered landscapes; Daily et al. 2001 Daily et al. , 2003 .
Finally, some models combine aspects of patch-matrix and continuum models (McIntyre and Hobbs 1999 , Mendenhall et al. 2014 , McCune 2016 ; however, questions remain about when and how to develop such hybrid models (Didham et al. 2012) . For example, McCune (2016) developed a hybrid model to predict occurrences of forest plant species by combining continuum-like habitat data at local extents (describing aspects of focal forest patches) with generic habitat data (forest vs non-forested) at landscape extents. Many such approaches are possible and few have been empirically assessed. Here, we seek to advance understanding of the insights, merits, and challenges associated with these varying approaches. To do so, we consider patch-matrix and continuum models as bookends to the spectrum of landscape conceptual models, as well as hybrid approaches that incorporate both generic habitat data (forest vs non-forested) and detailed data describing ecological gradients. Throughout, we emphasize the utility of conceptual models for guiding consideration of a question or problem (e.g. when seeking to understand the determinants of species distribution and abundance, is it better to conceptualize landscapes based on generic, contrasting features, or as ensembles of gradients?) and for guiding empirical testing of questions (i.e. to clarify the type of data needed for statistical models of species distributions and abundances).
This examination is important because, in addition to their conceptual basis, patch-matrix and continuum models differ in their potential advantages and disadvantages for empirical application. Reflecting its roots in island biogeography theory (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) and focus on species richness, patch-matrix models are simpler and might be applied to entire communities in a single study, whereas continuum models are more complicated and, with focus on individual species, must be applied to one species at a time. This distinction has practical implications for the type and extent of data required to apply the models. Data demands for patch-matrix models may be relatively small; for example, data on the distribution of one or more species in patches of a given habitat type coupled with maps of habitat coverage may be sufficient. In turn, important assumptions are made -e.g. that humans can distinguish and define ecologically unique and relevant habitat types and that these definitions are broadly applicable across species (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006) . By comparison, data demands for continuum models are extensive -these models require data on species distributions spanning gradients of human impacts and other environmental conditions (e.g. elevation, precipitation, edaphic conditions), including those describing habitat through availability of food, shelter, and suitable climate conditions (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006) . This represents a substantial challenge given that relevant environmental and habitat data differ among species (Didham et al. 2012 ). Yet, continuum models make no assumptions about how species respond to landscape gradients or alterations and thus may be more biologically accurate (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006, Didham et al. 2012) .
Patch-matrix and continuum models have differed in their frequency of application, with researchers more often drawn to the patch-matrix model. For example, a Web-ofScience search (conducted 29 Nov 2015) for topics 'habitat fragmentation' and 'patch matrix' yielded 614 articles, including 278 published since the start of 2010. Conversely, a search for topics 'habitat fragmentation' and 'continuum' yielded roughly an order of magnitude fewer articles: 68 total and 31 published since the start of 2010. Although one might explore additional search terms, the qualitative result seems clear: a majority of research attention has focused on patch-matrix models. Similarly, a review of metacommunity studies found that  1/3 considered landscapes as gradients, rather than as discrete habitats of one or more types (Biswas and Wagner 2012) . Moreover, although examples exist that empirically (i.e. statistically) compare species distributions within landscapes based on binary (patch-matrix) and continuous habitat definitions (Umetsu et al. 2008 , Bruton et al. 2015 , exceptionally few studies have attempted to fully parameterize a continuum model with covariates describing food, shelter, or other relevant, species-specific variables (but see Price et al. 2009 , Betts et al. 2014 ). As such, we lack the sorts of empirical comparisons of patch-matrix and continuum models that would permit evaluation of their relative merits, or those of hybrid model approaches.
Two critical questions emerge in light of the advantages and disadvantages of these alternative conceptual models:
1) Under what circumstances should one apply a simpler patch-matrix vs a more data-intensive continuum model? And, 2) are there advantages to hybrid models that incorporate aspects of patch-matrix and continuum approaches? To address these questions, we first develop a decision-making framework to guide model selection a priori (prior to study initiation and data collection) based on study objectives and attributes of the focal landscape and species. We then test this framework by evaluating its predictions relative to how patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models explain species distributions of beetle assemblages in two contrasting landscapes. Finally, we propose research needed to advance the application of landscape models to understand biodiversity responses to land-use change.
A framework for deciding among patch-matrix, continuum and hybrid models
We begin by developing a decision-making framework for considering situations under which a patch-matrix, continuum, or hybrid model might be most appropriate for evaluating the consequences of landscape change (Table 1) . This framework presents three core characteristics, related to study objectives, attributes of the focal landscape and, in instances where individual species are the focus, attributes of these species. Each of these characteristics points to either a patch-matrix or continuum model. These three recommendations are then combined to reach a decision to apply a patch-matrix, continuum, or hybrid model. In instances where all three characteristics suggest either a patch-matrix or continuum model, the recommendation is that respective model. In instances where there is mixed support for patchmatrix and continuum models (e.g. two considerations suggest a patch-matrix model and one suggests a continuum model), the recommendation is a hybrid model. We note that data requirements are also an important consideration and we discuss these below, but we place decision-making emphasis on study question and characteristics of the focal landscape and species. We suggest this framework be treated as a set of hypothetical 'rules of thumb' that warrant rigorous empirical testing.
Patch-matrix and continuum models may be applied to a variety of objectives in research or conservation (Table 1) . When questions pertain to a well-defined habitat type (at least from a human perspective; e.g. relict forest fragments surrounded by tilled fields) or to a community with shared habitat requirements (e.g. relict temperate forest herbs; Flinn and Vellend 2005), a patch-matrix model may be preferred due to its tractability or potential for similar performance to a continuum model. On the other hand, a continuum model may be preferred when questions pertain to a suite of non-distinct habitats (again, based on human perspective; e.g. landscapes with ecotones), to multiple species with varying habitat requirements, to species with poorly understood habitat affinities or to a single species -due to the model's ability to consider environmental gradients and define habitat individually for each species. In sum, the continuum model allows one to address questions pertaining to relationships between species and various biotic and abiotic gradients, whereas the patch-matrix model focuses on understanding relationships between species and dichotomous, genericallydefined habitat patches. instance due to daily or seasonal variation in foraging. These sorts of considerations may be informed by natural history knowledge. However, in cases where such knowledge is not available, species traits may provide insights. For example, species at the top of food webs typically require large foraging areas and consequently are often absent from small fragments or require a variety of habitat types that cannot be summarized by simple structural attributes (Holt 1997 , Gilbert et al. 1998 , Holyoak 2000 , Terborgh et al. 2001 ). This suggests that trophic level may be an informative trait and, perhaps, a patch-matrix model may be adequate for top trophic levels, particularly when individuals require large tracts of contiguous habitat, whereas a continuum model may perform better for establishing the more variable responses of lower trophic levels to landscape changes. Traits associated with mobility (in animals) or disperser and pollinator type (in plants) may also be relevant. Mobile taxa that range widely and use multiple land cover types across a landscape may be best captured by a continuum model, whereas a patch-matrix model may be suitable for less mobile taxa. We recognize the potential for conflicting predictions (plants are both low trophic level and immobile for large parts of their life cycle); empirical tests are needed to critically evaluate these initial guidelines.
In each of these cases, an important practical consideration is the data required to parameterize models (Table 1) . Because it assumes an inhospitable matrix, the simplest patch-matrix model requires only data describing occupancy or abundance for one or more species across a set The ability to map a patch-matrix or continuum model to a particular landscape will depend on attributes of the landscape, such as contrast among habitat types and successional dynamics (Table 1) . Patch-matrix models best map onto landscapes containing few land-cover types, with hard edges and stark contrasts between cover types that can be easily classified into generic habitat types. This often applies to human-modified landscapes in which the original habitat is relatively homogeneous and has been converted to very distinct cover types (e.g. forest and pasture). Conversely, continuum models have advantages when applied to landscapes consisting of many land-cover types and weak contrasts between cover types. Finally, because species composition is affected by successional stage (time since major disturbance) (Connell and Slatyer 1977, Ewers et al. 2017 ), a continuum model may have advantages in landscapes supporting a variety of successional stages, due to its ability to confront the resulting variation in biotic and abiotic conditions, whereas a patch-matrix model may be adequate in landscapes supporting one or few successional stages.
Characteristics of the study species will additionally influence the applicability of patch-matrix and continuum models (Table 1) . In situations where focal species are specialists of an easily-defined habitat, a patch-matrix model may perform equally well to a continuum model and may be preferred owing to its simplicity and lesser data requirements. Conversely, a continuum model may better describe species distributions, relative to a patch-matrix model, when studying generalist species or species that use multiple habitats, for Table 1 . A proposed decision-making framework for the application of patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models in the study of the effects of landscape change. The framework focuses on study objectives and attributes of the system under study (landscape attributes, and when individual species are the focus, characteristics of the species). In instances when all considerations are in agreement with either patch-matrix or continuum model, the respective model is recommended; instances with mixed agreement suggest a hybrid model. Data requirements for patch-matrix and continuum models are then listed; hybrid models require components of both sets of data. (Table 2) .
Hope River Forest Fragmentation Project
In the HRFFP, beetles were sampled from Nov 2000 -Feb 2001 within 15 southern beech forest fragments varying in area (0.01 to  1 000 000 ha) and the surrounding grassland (previously cleared forest below 1300 m a.s.l. and naturally occurring alpine grasslands above), in South Island, New Zealand (Ewers et al. 2007 ). At each fragment, up to 11 sampling plots stratified by their proximity to the fragment edge were established inside and outside the forest fragment, including one location at the edge of each fragment. The number of sampling plots per site depended on the size of the forest fragment, with more plots located in larger forest fragments. In addition to the 15 paired forest fragment/ edge/grassland sites, there was one additional large forest fragment site and one additional large grassland site both containing 21 sampling plots. From the total of 893 species collected, we selected six broadly-distributed species (for analytical tractability and feasibility) spanning trophic of habitat patches within a landscape, along with information about those patches (e.g. GIS data to derive patch area). Addressing questions with a continuum model will require data to describe patterns of species occupancy/abundance, and relevant covariates that rarely can be obtained from a map but rather have to be measured in the field. In short, a patch-matrix model may include a large number of variables, which are relatively easily obtained (e.g. GIS-derived) and can be applied to all species, whereas a continuum model may include relatively few field-collected variables, which are more difficult to obtain and can be applied to only one or a few species (though we note that continuous GIS data, such as for elevation, may also be available). Continuum models are thus more data intensive than patch-matrix models, indicating the importance of careful consideration of a feasible sampling design (Albert et al. 2010) . In instances where data are lacking and financial or other constraints preclude their collection, a patch-matrix model may be the only option; in such cases, study objectives should be formulated carefully to match the model's assumptions.
Implementing and testing the decision-making framework: empirical consideration of patch-matrix, continuum and hybrid models
We next apply and thereby evaluate the decision-making framework to determine which model is best suited to explain local abundance of a given species across a landscape -a common consideration in fragmentation studies. Whereas the patch-matrix and continuum models were originally designed to model community and species responses, respectively, both approaches can be applied to communities and species-responses (Leroux et al. 2017) . Indeed, as Leroux et al. (2017) argue, the comparison and potential integration of disparate conceptual models requires that such models be applied to common currencies (i.e. richness or species). Here, we focus on species-level predictions arising from patch-matrix and continuum model concepts.
To do so, we compare evidence in support of the different conceptual models by mapping our conceptual models to the Grassland-specialist carnivore and the Generalist herbivore, the top-ranked models for the full and reduced mixed models were identical. For the Forest-specialist herbivore, a continuum model was top ranked in the full (Continuum Patch) and reduced (Continuum Landscape) mixed model analysis. The results for the reduced mixed models therefore support our full mixed model analysis. Based on our decision-making framework (Table 1 ) and the high contrast HRFFP landscape with hard edges, we expected a patch-matrix model to best predict abundances of specialist carnivores and a hybrid model to best predict abundances of herbivores and generalist species (with the null model also potentially a strong predictor of generalists). We note that our framework presents conflicting predictions for habitat generalist carnivores and habitat specialist herbivores; however, we predicted hybrid models would be supported for these species given the mixed expectations, based on trophic level and habitat specificity.
In the HRFFP, we found support for continuum and hybrid models, with the most frequent support for hybrid models, and no support for patch matrix models (Table 2 , Supplementary material Appendix 1). Counter to our expectations, hybrid (and not patch-matrix) models most parsimoniously explained variation in the abundance of forest-and grassland-specialist carnivores across this landscape. Matching our expectations, hybrid (but not patch-matrix) models were among the most parsimonious models for abundance of lower trophic level herbivores and the generalist carnivores; there was one instance where the continuum and hybrid models received support. This included one species with support for the continuum model (generalist carnivore), five with support for a hybrid model including landscape attributes (forest-specialist carnivore, grasslandspecialist carnivore, generalist carnivore, grassland-specialist herbivore, generalist herbivore), two with support for a hybrid model including patch attributes (generalist carnivore, forest-specialist herbivore), and two with support for a hybrid model including both landscape and patch attributes (generalist carnivore, grassland-specialist herbivore).
Wog Wog Habitat Fragmentation Experiment
The Wog Wog Habitat Fragmentation Experiment is located in southeastern New South Wales, Australia in native Eucalyptus forest ( Fig. 1 ; Margules 1993 , Davies and Margules 1998 , Davies et al. 2000 . The experiment consists of three patch sizes (0.25 ha, 0.875 ha, and 3.062 ha). Four replicates of each size (twelve patches total) became habitat fragments when the surrounding Eucalyptus forest was cleared in 1987 and planted with Pinus radiata, for plantation timber. Two replicates of each patch size (six total) remained in uncleared continuous forest, and serve as unfragmented controls. Within patches, multiple sampling plots were established, stratified by their proximity to the patch edge. Following clearing, an additional 44 sampling plots, grouped into clusters mimicking fragmented and continuous patches, were established in the cleared forest between the forest fragments, resulting in 188 total sampling plots. Sampling of all plots took place over nine, seven-day periods, in spring, summer and autumn, [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] . By this time, the formerly cleared forest was mature pine plantation, providing little structural contrast to the Eucalyptus forest. level and restrictedness to forest or grassland (Ewers et al. 2007 ): a forest-specialist carnivore, a forest-specialist herbivore, a grassland-specialist carnivore, a grassland-specialist herbivore, a generalist (found in forest and grassland) carnivore, and a generalist herbivore (Supplementary material Appendix 1). The original dataset included 79 covariates obtained for each of the 233 sampling locations; Ewers et al. (2007) used forward selection within a partial redundancy analysis to reduce the number of covariates to the 26 variables that explained a significant portion of the variance in beetle species composition among sites. We further reduced this set by retaining only the variables that explained  1% of the variation in beetle species composition among sites when they were sequentially added to the model and for which there was not significant colinearity with other model variables (i.e. variance inflation factor  3).
We then constructed separate generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with zero-inflated Poisson distributions for each species, predicting number of individuals at each sampling location, based on the location's generic habitat type (forest; grassland; edge), patch variables (an integrated variable for patch area and distance to the edge), site variables (tree species richness; canopy height; two principle component axes describing ground cover; average daily temperature range; average daily relative humidity difference, relative to an open-canopy reference), and landscape variables (distance to continuous forest; number of forest fragments within 8192 m; and a forest connectivity index with radius 512 m) (Ewers et al. 2007 for descriptions of covariates).
To assess the fit of patch-matrix, continuum and hybrid models in this landscape, we built six competing models with different sets of variables: 1) a patch-matrix model that included the generic habitat type, patch variables, and landscape variables, 2) a patch-matrix model that included generic habitat type and patch variables, but no landscape variables, 3) a continuum model that included site variables, 4) a hybrid model that included site and patch variables, 5) a hybrid model that included site and landscape variables, and 6) a hybrid model that included site, patch, and landscape variables. All models included the number of sampling days to account for variation among sampling locations. In addition, we included an intercept-only null model. All models also included two random effects; site which accounts for the pairing of forest fragment/matrix at each site and plot replicate which accounts for the multiple plots per treatment. We compared among models for each species using model selection and considered models within four AICc points of the top model as having support (model support was identical for ∆AICc of 2 or 4, or for cumulative AICc weights of 0.95; Supplementary material Appendix 1). This model selection approach accounts for the variation in number of parameters among the models we compare by considering both model fit and the number of parameters.
Some of the mixed effects zero inflated Poisson models for the Grassland-specialist carnivore (n  2 models), the Generalist herbivore (n  5 models) and Forest-specialist herbivore (n  2) did not converge. In these instances, we fit reduced (dropped plot as random effect but retained site as random effect) mixed effects zero inflated Poisson models on average values of each covariate and the sum of species abundances per treatment block (Bolker 2015) . For these species given the mixed expectations, based on trophic level and habitat specificity.
At Wog Wog, we found support for continuum and hybrid models; both were supported across all species except one Eucalyptus forest-specialist carnivore, for which only the continuum model was supported (Table 2 , Supplementary material Appendix 2). These findings broadly matched our predictions, with the expected hybrid or continuum model among the best model for all species; however, we also note the broad dual support for hybrid and continuum models, which was surprising to us. Also matching our predictions, the patch-matrix model was not supported for any species, which may reflect the current similarity in habitat structure between the Eucalyptus forest and pine plantation. We note that hybrid models were supported for species that were Eucalyptus forest-specialists, regardless of trophic position (herbivores vs carnivores).
Synthesis of empirical model tests
These empirical model tests partly, but not fully, supported our conceptual model decision making framework (Table 2) . Within the HRFFP, where forest and grassland form a landscape with hard edges and strong contrasts between habitats, hybrid models were largely supported for herbivores and habitat generalists (as we predicted), but patch-matrix models were not supported for habitat specialist carnivores (counter to our predictions). Conversely, within the Wog Wog Habitat Fragmentation Experiment, where relict and plantation forests form a landscape with softer edges and weaker contrasts among habitats, we again found no support for patch-matrix models -this time as we predicted; this was true even for species previously identified as relict forest specialists. Rather, continuum and hybrid models were typically co-supported for the six Wog Wog species. This was again largely as we predicted, but the co-support was surprising to us. In sum, our empirical findings are largely in line with our decision-making framework predictions, though we must be careful not to over-generalize these results, given our modest sampling of landscapes (n  2) and species (n  12). Certainly, more extensive tests of the hypotheses within our decision-making framework are warranted (Table 1) .
A take-home lesson of the case studies is the utility of hybrid models; for every species, a hybrid model -one that incorporated generic habitat types at either the patch or the landscape scale, together with environmental variables -was among the best models for predicting variation in beetle abundance across landscapes. This has at least two nonmutually exclusive explanations. First, despite our extensive covariate data, it is likely that some important covariates remained unmeasured, including those correlated with our designated patches and matrix. Because fragmentation impacts may be indirect and operate through alterations to ecological processes that in turn impact the distribution of individuals and species (Didham et al. 2012) , the coupling of patch-matrix designation with covariates may have provided additional predictive power by accounting for additional unmeasured local-scale gradients. Second, in five cases with HRFFP data, a hybrid model was supported that included landscape-scale variables, illustrating an important consideration of spatial scale (note that Wog Wog did not incorporate analogous landscape data). As originally envisioned, the Environmental covariates were measured at all 188 sample plots, including ground cover, quantity of fallen wood in different size classes, soil properties, temperature, and light. We selected six of 555 species captured that were sufficiently abundant for statistical analysis and that spanned variation in trophic level and habitat specificity: two carnivores and an herbivore that were specialists of Eucalyptus forest and a carnivore, xylem feeder, and detritus feeder that were generalists, occurring in both Eucalyptus forest and pine plantation (Supplementary material Appendix 2).
We then constructed GLMM's with Poisson distributions to predict counts of individuals for each species, at each sampling plot. Similar to the HRFFP data analysis, we fit three models for each species: 1) a patch-matrix model that included the generic habitat type (Eucalyptus fragment, continuous Eucalyptus forest, or pine plantation), 2) a continuum model that contained only environmental variables collected in Eucalyptus forest and pine plantation, and 3) a hybrid model that contained both generic habitat type and environmental variables. Unlike in the HRFFP analyses, landscape variables were not included in the Wog Wog analyses because the Wog Wog experiment occurs within a single landscape, presenting little variation in surrounding landscape composition among plots. The patch-matrix model included generic habitat type as a fixed effect and two random effects: one describing the patch replicate and one describing the sampling patch (to account for the fact that sampling plots are nested within patches, which are nested within patch replicates). For the continuum and hybrid models, we individually screened each environmental variable for significance. We then fit a full model of all significant environmental variables as fixed effects, plus replicate and patch as random effects. The environmental variables we considered were: soil pH, soil wetness, soil organic carbon, dominant wood diameter, dominant wood type (rotting, hard), dominant ground cover, mean litter depth, percent canopy cover, and mean temperature. The continuum model for each species included significant environmental variables as fixed effects, plus replicate and patch as random effects. Because different environmental variables were important for each species, each model was slightly different. The hybrid model included significant environmental variables and generic habitat type as fixed effects, plus replicate and patch as random effects. In addition, we included an intercept-only null model. We then compared among models for each species using model selection and considered models within four AICc points of the top model as having support (model support was very similar for ∆AICc of 2 or 4, or for cumulative AICc weights of 0.95; Supplementary material Appendix 2).
Based on our decision-making framework (Table 1 ) and the low contrast Wog Wog landscape with soft edges, we expected a continuum model to best predict abundances of the habitat generalist xylem feeder and detritivore and for a hybrid model to best predict abundances of the habitat specialists and carnivores (with the null model also potentially a strong predictor of generalists). We again note that our framework presents conflicting predictions for habitat generalist carnivores and habitat specialist herbivores; however, we again predict hybrid models will be supported for types through systematic (e.g. along grids) or random-location sampling. Subsequent sampling might then focus on areas (e.g. land cover types) that warrant specific attention. Though designed to test a patch-matrix conceptual model, fragmentation experiments, like the Wog Wog habitat fragmentation experiment and others (Debinski and Holt 2000, Haddad et al. 2015) , are also useful for evaluating continuum and hybrid models; we did so through sampling within and outside of experimental habitat patches for both species and environmental data. With the exception of the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project, where fragments are inadvertently surrounded by three different matrix types (Mesquita et al. 2001) , experimentally-fragmented landscapes are typically designed with two strongly contrasting land covers (e.g. relict and cleared forest; Debinski and Holt 2000) and may present less variation in habitat condition, relative to many natural landscapes containing a variety of ecotones in addition to distinct land cover types and edges. Yet, important insights can be gained by considering how species organize along pre-existing and experimental gradients (Alexander et al. 2012) , as well as through the changes that occur over time with long-running fragmentation experiments (Haddad et al. 2015 , Collins et al. 2017 , Ewers et al. 2017 . For example, pine plantation has grown around Eucalyptus fragments at Wog Wog for over 30 years and, while a patch-matrix model was useful for interpreting beetle abundances in Wog Wog early in the experiment (Davies and Margules 1998, Davies et al. 2000) , we show greater utility of continuum and hybrid models following plantation growth (but also note that past efforts did not compare among patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models, nor were requisite environmental data collected until recently). In sum, as we demonstrated, existing naturallyand experimentally-fragmented landscapes may be harnessed to compare patch-matrix, continuum and hybrid models.
Ultimately, however, the gold standard for comparing various landscape models will be experiments designed explicitly for that purpose. To date, the Stability of Altered Forest Ecosystems Project, which embeds relict forest fragments of varying sizes within land covers of differing types, comes the closest to such an effort (Ewers et al. 2011) . However, for the purpose of comparing landscape models and their underlying principles and assumptions, we suggest a variation on the classic habitat fragmentation experiment -one based on a before-after-control-impact design (Fig. 2) . A long-intact landscape (or, ideally, set of landscapes) might be sampled extensively (e.g. across random or stratified locations) for one or more species abundances and relevant environmental data describing habitat. Then, an experimental fragmentation of this landscape might occur -for example, an expansive, intact forest might be fragmented into patches by clearing, or habitat patches might be created within a modified landscape through ecological restoration. At that point, data collection would continue to describe species abundances and environmental conditions across areas that have become fragments and the surrounding altered areas, along with unaltered control areas. Finally, data collection might continue over time to describe relationships between species distributions and habitat variables, as the landscape recovers and habitat covariates in relict patches and formerly cleared areas (presumably) converge over time. Through the continuum model largely deals with local-scale habitat considerations (food, shelter, climate; Fischer and Lindenmayer 2006) . These factors may be affected by large-scale processes, but in most cases probably reflect the sorts of local-scale processes accounted for by the many environmental covariates in our models. Thus, our hybrid models likely benefited from better consideration of important aspects of landscape structure, such as considerations of connectivity, not accounted for by local-scale environmental variables alone.
Together, these results illustrate several important points regarding the empirical application of patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models. First, although data intensive, full adoption of continuum models and their hybrid variants is feasible. To our knowledge, our two case studies are among the first to parameterize continuum models with relevant covariates describing habitat for individual species (but see Price et al. 2009 , Betts et al. 2014 . Second, although we predicted it would perform best in some cases, we surprisingly found no support for the patch-matrix model. Rather, the more complex continuum model and, in particular, hybrid models can better predict species abundances than can patch-matrix models. A natural extension of our work would consider how patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models predict community-level patterns, through response variables such as richness or community composition (Collins et al 2017) , or through the stacking of individual species predictions (Leroux et al. 2017) . Finally, the details of when particular models perform best may be contingent on attributes of the landscape and focal species, often as we suspected in our decision-making framework (Table 1) .
Perspectives for advancing the application of landscape models to understand biodiversity responses to land-use change A more complete vetting of patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models will require new research. What might this entail? First, there needs to be more focus on sampling species and covariates describing habitat in areas traditionally considered 'matrix'. This became readily apparent as we sought datasets for use in our case studies. Despite the large number of fragmentation studies (reviewed by Pfeifer et al. 2014 , Haddad et al. 2015 , few datasets available to us included sampling both in and outside of relict habitat patches (but see Bruna and Kress 2002 , Bruna and Nogueira-Ribeiro 2005 , Brudvig et al. 2009 ), and virtually none included environmental data describing habitat for species in both relict patches and surrounding modified areas. Such focus likely stems from the island biogeography theory-based origins of habitat fragmentation research (Haila 2002 ). Both of our case studies call this focus into question, as simple patch-matrix models were never supported over continuum or hybrid models. Clearly, if we are to compare among landscape models, the requisite data must be collected.
New research to evaluate conceptual landscape models might take place in existing 'naturally-' or experimentallyfragmented landscapes. In naturally-fragmented landscapes, a first step could be to identify the relationships between species distributions, environmental conditions, and land-cover hybrid approach might be particularly beneficial to understanding the interface between land use and global change because of its ability to consider how global climatic changes impact existing well-defined fragments or protected areas. A continuum or hybrid approach might also be most applicable to eco-evolutionary studies because of the potential for incorporating variation in ecologically-or evolutionarilyselective factors (Legrand et al. 2017) . Consideration of how fragmentation affects ecosystem services might benefit from different approaches, depending on the service of interest. For example, hybrid approaches may best assist understanding of services such as crop pollination and pest regulation, which are produced through spillover effects between natural and agricultural areas (Rand et al. 2006) and are likely affected by numerous landscape gradients such as those influencing crop growth, foraging success, arthropod dispersal, and other factors. In such cases, given the role of landscape structure in determining ecosystem services in fragmented landscapes (Mitchell et al. 2014 ), we suggest a hybrid model that considers landscape context (Table 2, comparison of species abundances and habitat covariates before and after treatment imposition, and across altered and unaltered areas, patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models could be compared directly. Moreover, data collected from such experiments could be used to parameterize dynamic landscape simulation models, such as Landis II (Scheller et al. 2007 ) and CONSERV (Leroux et al. 2007 ), for predicting changes in biodiversity under various landscape and global change scenarios.
Looking beyond our two case studies, how do patchmatrix, continuum, and hybrid models map to questions at the forefront of landscape ecology? We consider three such areas of research; outlined by Haddad et al.'s (2015) recent habitat fragmentation synthesis: 1) synergies between fragmentation and global changes, 2) eco-evolutionary responses of species to fragmentation, and 3) impacts of fragmentation on ecosystem services. Of these, a continuum or hybrid approach might apply strongly to the first two questions, with their foci on complex gradients and species-level responses to landscape change, respectively. A Figure 2 . Proposed before-after-control-impact experimental test of patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models. One or more landscapes is sampled for species abundances and environmental variables describing habitat (black dots) along environmental gradients (one of many represented by contour lines) before and after experimental fragmentation (top two panels) and over the course of recovery (bottom panel). Intact, destroyed, and recovering habitat is represented with shades of gray (dark to light, respectively). Within each landscape, unfragmented control areas are retained (dark gray in middle and lower panel). Note the modest replication for purposes of illustration.
Supplementary material Appendix 1). Conversely, a patchmatrix model might be useful for considering timber provision across an agricultural landscape, where natural habitats (forests) provide the majority of this service. Regardless of conceptual underpinnings, landscape ecosystem service models should additionally incorporate considerations of how humans perceive and interact with landscapes to generate services.
Landscape ecology has a long history of providing guidance on how to manage exploited landscapes to minimize negative impacts on native species and ecosystems. For example, forest harvesting practices in parts of the boreal forest in Canada are informed by studies of forest fragmentation effects on boreal forest species and ecosystems (Schmiegelow and Mönkkönen 2002) and there is longstanding focus on establishing large, connected protected areas in fragmented landscapes (Noss and Cooperrider 1994) . However, what is the best strategy for long-term persistence of biodiversity in intact landscapes? As human-oriented land-use increasingly threatens remaining wilderness areas (sensu Mittermeier et al. 2003) , the time for proactive conservation of such areas is limited. Consequently, continuum or hybrid models may be most suitable for prioritizing conservation in the world's remaining intact landscapes as they better capture the natural environmental gradients that may characterize these areas. To inform conservation, experiments and models must test how different preservation patterns (i.e. the inverse of fragmentation patterns) influence the long-term sustainability of biodiversity. In turn, work is needed to understand how the results of patch-matrix, continuum, and hybrid models may be best translated into conservation policy. For example, do the insights provided by continuum and hybrid models result in the need for different policy decisions, relative to those resulting from patch-matrix models, and do the consequences of such policy justify the added data expenses and complexities of continuum and hybrid models?
Finally, we look to the future of applying landscape models. Our decision-making framework points toward a prospective future, whereby decisions over which landscape model to apply may be made a priori, directing data collection from the onset of a project. To realize this future, however, additional retrospective tests will be necessary to refine the decision-making framework that we have suggested (Table 1) . With this, the challenge will be data demands. Our retrospective tests of landscape models were unusual in the quantity of data we were able to bring to bear, yet these large datasets were necessary to directly compare patchmatrix, continuum, and hybrid models.
Conclusions
Effective application of landscape models is critical to interpreting human impacts on ecosystems and biodiversity, and to the conservation of heterogeneous landscapes. Our work illustrates the potential for broad utility of hybrid models, which incorporate aspects of generically-defined habitat and gradients of environmental attributes. Such hybrid models may be particularly well suited to addressing pressing questions in conservation, land-use, and climate change and they hold the potential to work across landscapes ranging from the most heavily altered to the most intact.
